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Special Balls? - Makers Say No
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CHAIRMAN, USGA IMPLEMENTS AND BALL COMM:ITTEE
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In the latter 1930s, with the golf ball
apparently growing "longer" every year,
the USGA started on a program to limit
the hall's distance qualities. For some
time there had been a Rule specifying
maximum weight and minimum diame-
ter for the ball, but this had now be-
come inadequate to meet the new situ-
ation fully.

It now seemed necessary to regulate
directly the performance of the ball.
Some courses were being outmoded as
regards length, and it was ~ostly to the
clubs and their members to bring them
up to date. Further, it seemed desira-
ble, as a USGA announcement said, to
have "greater emphasis on individual
playing skill by promoting uniformity
in the manufactured elements of the
game." Finally, it was hoped that lim-
itation of distance qualities would cause
competing manufacturers to concentrate
mainly not on distance but on making
balls of better all-around quality and
uniformity of performance (and per.
haps reduce their cost!).

So, to ohviate further distortion of
the game, the USGA retained Armour
Research Foundation of .chicago to de-
vise apparatus which would scientifically
measure the velocity of the ball imme-
diately after impact. There is, of course,
a direct relation between the velocity of
a ball and its "carry."

After the device tested some 6,000 balls
during 1941, at temperatures. varying
from 45 to 100 degrees Fahrenheit, the
USGA added the following provision to
the Rules:

"The velocity of the ball shall be not
greater than 250 feet per second when
measured on the USGA's apparatus; the
temperature of the ball when so tested
shall he 75 degrees Fahrenheit; a max-
imum tolerance of 2% will be allowed
on any ball in such velocity test."

This had the effect of "freezing" the
ball at its 1941 "length." The manu-

facturers agreed to cooperate in main-
taining the new standard.

The golf balls tested prior to the war
fell, generally, within the specifications.
During the war, testing first was cur-
tailed and finally suspended, and the
test equipment was dismantled and
stored. When peace came, the appara-
tus was put into operation, tests were
resumed, and are continuing.

According to the post-war records of
the USGA device, there has been a ten-
dency for the ball to go faster, and the
tendency is continuing.

The USGA Executive Committee felt
that this should be brought to the atten-
tion of the ball manufacturers, so that
they could take th~ proper steps to hold
the. ball within the prescribed limits.

Further, there has been much gossip
to the effect that certain companies make
special golf balls for playing profes-
sionals on their staffs, and it was de-
cided that this matter also should be
thoroughly aired.

Therefore, late last year the USGA
wrote to all ~olf ball manufacturers set-
ting forth the situation and asking what
steps, if any, they were taking to hold
all their golf balls within the specifica-
tions.

All manufacturers responded. With-
out exception, they stated that they had
made no change in the construction of
the ball and that they did not manufac-
ture any special balls for individuals.

In recent weeks a new phase of the
problem has arisen in reports that some
balls are being made slightly smaller
than the specified size, and we know of
one source which has advertised a small-
sized ball, even thou~h it does not con-
form with USGA Rules. Variations in
size admit of on-the-spot checking. The
Association naturally assumes that the
manufacturers keep the factor of size in
mind as well as weight and speed.

The report that manufacturers pro-
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duce special, long-distance balls for their^" 
own playing professionals was labelled 
as pure gossip and without foundation by 
every manufacturer. 

"The writer has been in the golf-ball 
business since 1902," wrote Jack Jolly, 
President of Jack Jolly & Son, Inc. "We 
made the Kempshall Flyer liquid-center 
ball at that time, which was the first 
liquid-center ball made here. For the 
past 30 or 40 years I have heard all 
kinds of stories of special golf balls be
ing made for pros and certain amateurs. 
As far as I know, it's just a lot of non
sense. I don't know of any golf ball 
company that would want to do any
thing like that." 

Both MacGregor Golf, Inc., and the 
Wilson Sporting Goods Co. pointed out, 
however, that golf balls vary somewhat 
in resiliency even when manufactured 
within specifications and that their staff 
professionals hand-select their balls from 
regular stock. 

"Our staff professionals have played 
nothing but our standard construction, 
and we have no intention of producing 
special balls for them," wrote Henry P. 
Cowen, President of MacGregor Golf, 
Inc. "Because of their special power, 
however, it is customary to hand-select 
this stock in the higher compression, 
from 90 to 100, but we do not believe 
that this is outside the scope of USGA 
regulations when construction from cen
ter to cover is identical in all respects to 
regular stock. 

"Of cour?e, we would not deny 90 to 
100 compression golf balls to anyone 
who might ask for them, and such stock 
will be included in deliveries to the trade, 
a loni with stock grading down to 75 
compression. In other words, regular 
stock has a standard of 75 to 100 com
pression. The stock we have anticipated 
supplying our advisory staff would have 
a closer tolerance of 90 to 100 com
pression, but again I repeat that there 
is no variance in construction." 

A hiih-compression ball obviously is 
not suitable for any but the powerful 
hitter, and even the leading profession
als may not all want identical balls. 
Fred J. Bowman, Vice-President of Wil

son Sporting Goods Co., pointed this out 
when he wrote: 

"Some players have their own ideas 
as to what they want in the hardness of 
golf balls, as well as the feel and click, 
and usually do their own selecting of 
balls out of each dozen available. A 
ball that may suit one player may prove 
to be unsatisfactory or undesirable for 
another. 

"In our opinion, a variation in the 
hardness of a top-grade ball will not 
give one player an advantage over an
other. Statistics will show most of the 
tournaments are won on the green, where 
distance is not a factor as compared with 
feel and click. 

"We do not have special specifications 
on golf balls for certain players." 

Vincent Richards, Assistant to the 
President of the Dunlop Tire and Rub
ber Corp., labelled the report of spe
cially manufactured balls most concise
ly when he wrote: "As far as this com
pany is concerned, we make only one 
stock ball for the pro shops. . . .We, too, 
have heard gossip and rumors. . . . The 
consensus was that it was merely gossip 
and rumors." 

Placing the period at the end of the 
discussion, William T. Brown, Vice-
President of A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc., 
wrote: "I would like to emphasize most 
emphatically that for the past 20 years, 

United States Rubber Co. 
This 140-year-old Scottish ball of sheep
skin and goose feathers posed no problem 
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at least, A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc., 
has not made a single special ball for 
anyone. . . . We are in full agreement 
with you that it isn't fair nor to the 
best interest of the game and doesn't go 
with the spirit of the game to supply 
anything but standard balls at tourna
ments." 

Only one manufacturer suggested any 
explanation for what the USGA test ap
paratus indicates is a general increase 
in the ball's velocity. Mr. Brown, of 
Spalding, pointed out: 

"During the war period the Army took 
over Armour Institute, the (USGA) driv
ing machine was dismantled, and elec
trical connections were not only removed 
but lost. After the war, the missing 
parts were replaced by newly developed 
electronic devices that were undoubt
edly more accurate than those first used, 
on which errors had to be computed. The 
newly devised hook-up, as it now exists, 
reads several feet per second faster than 
the old set-up, so that the Spalding Dot, 
for instance, on which no change in con
struction has been made and which was 
within the legal limits in 1941, is now 
slightly in excess of them. . . . 

"It is my personal opinion that 5 or 
6 feet per second faster represents about 
the amount of the change in the read-

Resilience of the modern ball is revealed 
show how clubhead flattens ball at impai 

ing on the Armour machine between the 
post-war electronic timing device and 
the pre-war slower reading, and would 
confirm our statement that the ball has 
not been changed in any respect except 
in name since 1934." 

"So far as we know, Acushnet golf 
balls comply with the USGA specifica
tions," wrote F. W. Bommer, President 
of the Acushnet Process Sales Co., in a 
remark that was typical, "even though 
we do not quite agree that measuring the 
velocity of a golf ball very close to a 
clubhead correctly determines the ulti
mate distance the ball will fly on a golf 
course. You can count on our continued 
cooperation." 

J. W. Sproul of the United States 
Rubber Co., wrote: 

"Our manufacturing specifications are 
set up to comply with the requirements 
of the USGA as closely as possible, and 
we are confident that all golf balls mar
keted by us are entirely within the pre
scribed limitations as set down by the 
USGA." 

J. C. Brydon, Vice-President of the 
Worthington Ball Co., wrote: 

"It has always been our intention and 
we will continue to keep our golf balls 
within the limits as specified in the Rules 
of Golf." 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
in these "stop-motion" photographs which 
t. Exposures were 1 100<000 of a second. 


